SCC MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS, REQUIREMENTS AND LEARNING PATH
Member level

Junior

Member

Mentor Executive Mentor Instruktor

Requirements
To participate in any SCCWORLD course
To pay License/Membership fee
SuperConscious Self-Coaching (SSC)
Creative Coaching Questions (CCQ) (replaceable with an exam)
Key To Creative Work (KEY)
(replaceable with an exam)
Conscious Money Creation (CMC)
Conscious Communication (COM)
To retake SSC twice (minimum)
Instructor's Training (details on "become a member" page)

Benefits of Certain Membership Levels
Members get their title corresponding to their level and they appear in the membership list according to that
Access to own profile page
(with login to the closed part of the site)

According to the class taken in SCCWORLD
can get stars (CMC-green star, SSC-lilac star, COM-blue star)

Can pay the licence to use SCCWORLD Charts iPad App*

Can pay the licence of the iPad app in parts (quater or half year)*

Listed among Members on the SCC international network,
(free marketing) and can edit their own profile page

Invited to the secret Facebook group of SCC international
network of mentors and instructors where you can get
continuous and unlimited support from the community

Can get discounts from classes**

Can buy/exchange SSC charts***

Can order Chakra cards with discount

Only requirement of maintaining the right to use SSC
for public work is to pay the License fee
There is no re-certification process

Licensed to use SuperConscious Self-Coaching™
for paid, public work

Can use the trademarked Membership logo
with title as “Authorized Licensee” and
can order business card

Licensed to teach
(according to the requirements signed in the contract)

Can participate in SSC classes held by the Creator
without paying a fee

*Only for participants of SSC intensive.
**Only for members with paid membership, does not apply for trial period.
***Only for SSC class participants (intensive or module) and they can buy/exchange the certain charts of that class. (Not valid for newer charts.)
Valid from 15 February, 2018 until further notice

